
Night Cover

THE MOST DURABLE NIGHT COVER IN THE INDUSTRY

The GreenWize 
Advantage
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FOR OPEN-AIR REFRIGERATED DISPLAY CASES

 

 

Night Cover 
Model NC
Cooler/ freezer open-air 
merchandiser applications

ENERGY COST SAVINGS OF UP TO 35%
Operating costs are reduced up to 35% every hour 
the cover is utilized

NO-FRAY COVER MATERIAL
No more fraying on the sides of the night cover

ADJUSTABLE RETRACTION THUMB 
WHEEL
Allows for easy adjustment of retraction without 
tools or removing/disassembly of night cover

OIL FREE BRAKE SYSTEM
Hermetically sealed, food safe brake system allowing 
smooth and silent operation

INDUSTRY LEADING FIVE-YEAR
WARRANTY
Five year warranty on all components, subject to fair 
wear and tear

ENERGY REBATES
GreenWizeNC is widely accepted where energy 
efficiency rebates are offered

“GO GREEN”
GreenWizeNC offers a simple solution  for retailers 
to do their part in participating in energy reducing 
measures

NIGHT COVERS ARE A SIMPLE METHOD TO SAVE ENERGY 
GreenWizeNC night covers are a simple, but effective method to save energy on 
open air multi-deck and bunker merchandisers. By simply pulling the covers over 
the merchandisers during non-operating hours, you can realize up to 35% energy 
savings. When pulled down, the night cover assures that the air curtain of the 
refrigerated cases remains undisturbed, thus eliminating refrigerated air spill outside 
the case. The GreenWizeNC night covers also extend shelf life of merchandise.

FINALLY, A NIGHT COVER THAT HAS IT ALL 
An industry leading five-year warranty, retraction tension adjustment and an upper 
limit stop are just some of the features that other ordinary night covers do not offer. 
The GreenWizeNC night cover is available in either OEM (no aluminum cover) or 
Cassette (aluminum cover). Custom lengths and colors are available as well as screen 
printing the cover material.
The night cover has an exclusive “thumb wheel” adjustment that allows customers 
to adjust the retraction speed without using tools or taking the night cover apart. 
The NO FRAY material of the night cover is UL 94 rated. In addition, the covers have 
the option of an upper limit stop adjustment that allows the customer to determine 
how far the cover will retract. All of these features assure the customer of a LONG 
LIFE night cover that will save energy for years and years.



ENERGY SAVINGS MADE SIMPLE
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Energy Saving Measures for 
Open Air

Merchandisers

Specifications
Fabric:
 Fabric drop blind 2120mm
A low emissivity aluminised polyethylene, polyester & 
HDPE cross weave fabric. Silver one side, grey one side.
Available in non-perferated or perferated to suit climatic 
conditions. 
Total weight: approx 209g/m sq mtr En 22 286 
Tensile strength: MD 600 N/50 mm Din 53 354

CD 600 N/50 mm Din 53 354 
Elongation:         MD 30%  Din 53 354

CD 15%  Din 53 354
Tear strength:       MD 150 N  Din 53 363

CD 200 N  Din 53 363
Puncture dia. 3.00mm:    125mJ prEN 14 477
(from silver side, speed: 100 mm/min)

Emissivity:         grey side 0,71          ASTMC 1341-04A
         silver side 0,59          ASTMC 1341-04A

End Brackets:       Powder coated metal
Spring Unit:         Industrial quality with 1.4mm guage 

 coated spring steel
Braking System:   Oil free hermetically sealed, food safe 

 with thumb wheel retraction
 adjustment

Handles:              High Quality impact resistant 
 polymers

Bottom Pocket:    Machined with thread and retained 
in aluminum extrusion by means 
of plastic extrude rod, eliminating
the possibility of the rail being pulled 
off.

Step 1: Mount the “L” bracket to desired location with 2 self-

tapping screws

Step 2: Install the night cover assembly onto the “L” bracket

Step 3: Snap the aluminum cassette cover onto the “L” bracket

Step 4: Save Energy – and Money!


